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Be Mine
Robyn

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             BE MINE - Robyn
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Simoom       

I ve listened to the acoustic version of the song and it s played on piano, 
my tabs are, therefor, most suitable for the piano. But if you play guitar, 
you can play the chords instead of the single notes. 

The song is built of different parts that I ll describe below. I ll try to 
make it as simple as possible but if it look cryptic my advise is to listen 
to the song, then you ll probably understand better.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

***PART ONE***
Single notes:
Bar/Counts:     1   2   3   4
Left hand:      A#  C   G#___
Right hand:     D   D#  C____

***PART TWO***
Same as part one _but_ one octave down.

***PART THREE***
Single notes:
Notes:          A#  C   G#___
Notes:          A#  C   G#  D#

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Intro: Part one x2

Verse 1: Part two
It s a good thing, tears never show in the pouring rain
As if a good thing ever could make up for all the pain
There ll be no last chance to promise to never mess it up again
Just a sweet pain of watching your back as you walk
As I m watching you walk away

Bridge: Chords: 
A#                  Cm              G#         A#
   And now you re gone it s like an echo in my head
              Cm        G#      (A#)



   And I remember every word you said 

Verse 2: Part two
It s a cold thing you never know all the ways I tried
It s a hard thing faking a smile when I feel like I m falling apart inside

Bridge: (chords)
A#                  Cm              G#         A#
   And now you re gone it s like an echo in my head
              Cm        G#      (A#)
   And I remember every word you said 

Chorus: (chords)
         A#                  Cm           G#   D#
And you never were, and you never will be mine
         A#                  Cm           G#   D#
No, you never were, and you never will be mine 

Verse 3: Part two
For the first time, there s no mercy in your eyes
And the cold wind is hitting my face and you re gone
And you re walking away

Bridge: (chords)
A#         Cm                 G#                 A#
   And I m helpless sometimes wishing s just no good
                   Cm            G#      (A#)
   Cause you don t see me like I wish you would 

Chorus: (chords)
         A#                  Cm           G#   D#
And you never were, and you never will be mine
         A#                  Cm           G#   D#
No, you never were, and you never will be mine 
          A#                    Cm           
There s a moment to seize every time that we meet
             G#                     D#
But you have always keep passing me by 
         A#                  Cm           G#   D#
But you never were, and you never will be mine 

Spoken part: Part two (or if you like, one)
I saw you at the station, 
you had your arm around Whats-her-name? 
She had on that scarf I gave you
you got down to tie her laces



Chorus: Part three
Cause you never were, and you never will be mine
(You looked happy and that s great)
No, you never were, and you never will be mine
(I just miss you, that s all) 

Chorus: (chords)
           A#                  Cm           G#   D#
Cause you never were, and you never will be mine
         A#                  Cm           G#   D#
No, you never were, and you never will be mine 
          A#                    Cm           
There s a moment to seize every time that we meet
             G#                     D#
But you have always keep passing me by 

         A#                  Cm           G#   D#
No, you never were, and you never will be mine 
           A#                  Cm           G#   D#
Cause you never were, and you never will be mine
         A#                  Cm           G#   D#
No, you never were, and you never will be mine 

          A#                    Cm           
There s a moment to seize every time that we meet
             G#                     D#
But you have always keep passing me by 
         A#                  Cm           G#   D#
But you never were, and you never will be mine 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For guitar players: 
Part one and two can be played with the chords: A# cm G#
Part three can be played with: A# cm G# D#
You ll probably work something out!

Have fun!

/Simoom


